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1 INTRODUCTION

Our uniform provider is Pinders Schoolwear. https://pindersschoolwear.com
- Maltby Academy students must be in perfect uniform at all times.
- Whenever students are wearing the Academy uniform, they are representing the Academy.
- If for any reason a student arrives at the Academy in the incorrect uniform, they will be loaned the correct item for the day.
- No student will be allowed to lessons unless they are in full, correct uniform.
- The Associate Principal will make the final decision of whether items of uniform are acceptable.
- If you are unsure whether or not certain items of uniform meet our uniform requirements, please check with the Academy before you purchase them.

2 FOOTWEAR

- Students must wear shoes that are completely black, look professional and not have any logos or branding.
- They must be formal shoes, not black trainers, boots, converse, pumps, sandshoes or sandals.
- Footwear with trainer-like soles, canvas or suede shoes are also not allowed.
- The shoes must be leather or leather look.
- Only one buckle is allowed on any style of shoe. This buckle must be black or silver.
- Recommended shoes are shown below.

3 BLAZER

- Students must wear a blazer at all times when they are inside the Academy building.
- Students may remove their blazers when in a lesson with teacher permission but must be put back on before leaving the classroom.
4 SKIRTS AND TIGHTS

- If your child chooses to wear a skirt, it must be a plain straight line or wide pleated, black skirt, which is of an acceptable length, no more than 10cm above the knee.
- If students wear tights they must not be patterned or have any texture to them. Leggings are not permitted.

5 TROUSERS

- Students must wear black trousers, these must be formal, with no pattern or zips.

The following trousers are not acceptable in any year group:
- Combat trousers
- Trousers with patch/studded pockets
- Leggings
- Trousers that are tight at the ankle
- Drainpipe trousers
- Jeans or chinos
- Slim fit or skinny trousers (boys or girls)
- Low rise hipsters
- Any other inappropriate fashion trousers

BELTS

- If a belt is worn, it must be plain black with no patterns or indentations (no other colour or part colour is acceptable) aside from the buckle.
- The buckle must be basic, look professional and have no logo.
SOCKS

- Socks must be plain black and professional looking. Socks must go above the ankle and frills are not allowed on them.

SHIRTS

- Shirts must be completely white with a collar.
- Logos on shirts are unacceptable.
- The top button must be present and fastened at all times.
- Shirts must be tucked into trousers/skirts.
- Sleeves on shirts and blazers must always be rolled down whilst walking around the Academy.
- Any item of clothing worn underneath the shirt must not be visible through the shirt.

JUMPERS (OPTIONAL)

- Academy jumper with logo.

TIES

- Students must wear an Academy clip on tie at all times.
- This must be clipped onto the top button of the student’s shirt which must be fastened.

OUTDOOR COATS

- Outdoor coats of any type must not be worn inside the Academy building.
- Any outdoor coats should be dark in colour.

BAGS

- Maltby Academy bags are available to purchase from Pinders, but are not compulsory.
- Students require a dark coloured school bag which can fit an A5 planner, A4 exercise books/folders, writing equipment and PE kit in it.
- Handbags and fashion bags are unsuitable.

GENERAL APPEARANCE EXPECTATIONS

HAIR

- Hair needs to be smart, tidy and professional. Extreme hairstyles and unnatural hair colour are not permitted (and it will be at the Academy’s discretion as to what constitutes extreme).
MAKE UP

- Make-up must not be visible (if make up can be seen it must be removed).

The following are not permitted:
- False eyelashes.
- Unnatural looking eyebrows such as HD brows.
- Fake tan or spray tan that does not look natural.

ACCESSORIES

The following are not permitted:
- False nails (including coloured or French polish).
- Painted nails – only clear nail polish is permitted.
- Bandanas – this includes wearing them as a hairband.
- Badges (other than badges issued by the Academy).
- Caps or hats.
- Visible tattoos.

JEWELLERY

The following are not permitted:
- Earrings.
- Facial piercings, including tongue piercings (clear spacers or retainers are not allowed at any time).
- Jewellery – (including rings, bracelets, bangles).

11 PE KIT

Our uniform provider for the PE kit is Pinders Schoolwear. https://pindersschoolwear.com
- Maltby Academy T-shirt.
- Maltby Academy rugby shirt / hooded top.
- Black football socks (boys and girls).
- Black shorts or black tracksuit bottoms.
- Trainers.

OPTIONAL

- Football boots.
- Gum shield.
- Maltby Academy waterproof jacket.